Survival, quality-adjusted survival and mortality are important and related measures of outcome in cancer care. The impact of imaging on these outcomes can be ascertained from observational and modelling studies, frequently performed to evaluate cost-effectiveness. Examples where incorporation of imaging into cancer care can be shown to improve survival include breast cancer screening, characterization of solitary pulmonary nodules, staging of non-small cell lung cancer, treatment response assessment in Hodgkin lymphoma, postoperative surveillance of colorectal cancer and selective internal radiation therapy of colorectal liver metastases. Modelling suggests the greatest opportunities for improvements in survival through imaging detection of cancer may lie in the investigation of mildly symptomatic patients. For applications where the improvements in survival are more modest, use of imaging frequently has additional demonstrable benefits including reductions in health care expenditure.
Introduction
The effectiveness of cancer imaging is frequently expressed in terms of diagnostic performance parameters such as sensitivity and specificity. However, to be truly of value, cancer imaging should also impact on ultimate health outcomes such as survival and mortality [1] . In themselves, diagnostic tests such as imaging cannot improve the health of patients. Any improvements in survival can only arise through diagnostic imaging appropriately directing patients to an effective treatment.
With increasing concerns about the costs and, in the case of examinations that entail ionizing radiation and/or contrast material, the risks of imaging, there is an onus on imagers to demonstrate that inclusion of imaging in clinical management can bring health benefits to patients with cancer. The article presents evidence to show that the incorporation of imaging into clinical management can improve the survival and/or mortality of patients with cancer.
Survival, quality-adjusted survival and mortality
Although clearly important, the survival of patients does not provide a complete picture of the outcomes of cancer care. Despite overall benefits, there may also be negative effects of cancer management that impact on the quality of life experienced during cancer survivorship. To capture these effects, the concept of quality-adjusted survival has been proposed in which the survival time is multiplied by a factor that represents the quality of life during the period of survival ranging between 0 (i.e. death) and 1 (complete health). These utility values are usually derived from validated quality-of-life questionnaires completed by appropriate patients.
When assessing the impact of cancer imaging on health, in certain situations such as the early detection of cancer or tumour recurrence, it is more appropriate to measure mortality rather than survival. This is because of the potential for survival data to be affected by lead-time bias (Fig. 1) . Lead-time bias can occur when imaging detects a patient with cancer or recurrence earlier but subsequent treatment has no impact and time of death is unchanged. The patient appears to have survived longer simply because the diagnosis has been made earlier and there will be added anxiety as the patient must live with knowledge of the disease for longer. Length-time bias (below) can occur when incidental tumours that would not lead to death of the patient are detected by imaging resulting in an apparent increase in survival. However, for both sorts of bias, overall mortality is unchanged.
The relationship between survival and mortality data can be readily determined by use of the declining exponential approximation to life expectancy [2] . Fig. 2 illustrates this association by displaying the relationship between an increase in survival (x-axis) and the corresponding decrease in 3-year mortality (y-axis) calculated in the absence of the biases described above. The decrease in mortality for a given increase in survival is also affected by the initial baseline survival from which the increased survival is gained. Therefore there are three curves reflecting baseline survivals of 1, 3 and 5 years, respectively. These curves show, for example, that a 10% reduction in 3-year mortality can be achieved with a modest increase in survival of between 4 and 8 months.
Demonstrating the impact of imaging on survival and mortality
The impact of imaging on survival and mortality can be demonstrated in two ways, observational studies and modelling. In both cases, the information is frequently derived as part of an assessment of cost-effectiveness. Such studies often demonstrate reductions in health care expenditure in addition to improved survival [3] . Observational studies ideally are controlled trials in which patients are randomized to either clinical management without imaging or to management incorporating the imaging modality in question. However, such trials can be problematic for a number of reasons. First, because the impact of imaging on health is small relative to the impact of treatment, the effects of imaging are difficult to observe. Thus, a randomized controlled trial assessing the impact of imaging on survival is likely to be very expensive and take a long time to accomplish, some protocols requiring in excess of 4 years to complete [4] . As diagnostic imaging technologies are evolving very rapidly and unpredictably, such prolonged studies are at risk of being outdated by their time of completion. Randomized trials that aim to determine the impact of imaging on survival can also be associated with ethical difficulties resulting from the requirement to randomize some patients to a study arm that omits a diagnostic imaging method already shown to be more accurate.
Modelling studies represent an alternative to randomized controlled trials. These studies use decision trees to represent clinical management with and without imaging. Data relevant to the population of interest, the natural history of the tumour, the diagnostic performance of imaging and the effectiveness of treatments can be obtained from published studies and entered Figure 1 Representation of health states in lead-time and length-time biases. Green, undetected tumour; yellow, detected tumour; red, dead; blue, incidental non-fatal tumour. Lead-time bias (above) can occur when imaging detects a tumour or recurrence at time B rather than time A but subsequent treatment does not alter the time of death. The apparent survival time is increased from S1 to S2. Length-time bias (below) can occur when an incidental non-fatal tumour is detected by imaging resulting in an apparent increase in survival from S1 to S2. Figure 2 Relationship between increase in survival and reduction in 3-year mortality derived using the declining exponential approximation to life expectancy [2] .
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into a model to estimate the impact of imaging on ultimate health states. This method is illustrated by the example given below.
Modelling the impact of imaging surveillance for colorectal cancer
In the United Kingdom, 37,000 patients are diagnosed with colorectal cancer each year of whom 27,750 (75%) can be expected to enter a surveillance program. The purpose of including liver imaging in surveillance strategies is to identify patients with isolated hepatic metastases as hepatectomy for liver metastases can be associated with an improved 5-year survival of 33% [5] . The impact of imaging surveillance for colorectal cancer can be estimated using a Markov model which is a recursive model that estimates the probability of individuals moving between specified health states within a given time period. For surveillance of patients with colorectal cancer, the model (Fig. 3 ) may comprise four possible health states: progression free, undetected recurrence, detected recurrence and death. The transition from undetected recurrence to detected recurrence could follow either measurement of serum tumour markers (carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)) or imaging with computed tomography (CT). The strategies envisaged in this illustration are: (a) no follow-up at all, (b) follow-up with 3-monthly estimations of serum CEA for 3 years, (c) follow-up with 3-monthly estimations of serum CEA and yearly CT for 3 years (as recommended in the 2005 guidelines of the American Society for Clinical Oncology [6] ). The cycle time is 3 months and the time line for the analysis is 6 years.
The probabilities for transition between health states can be derived from previous published reports [8, 9] as shown in Table 1 and the proportion of patients in each health state at the end of the time are shown in Table 2 . Both surveillance strategies are associated with reduced mortality and prolonged survival whilst CEA and imaging together produce the greatest benefit.
Improvements in survival and/or mortality as a result of cancer imaging
The major roles of imaging in the management of patients with cancer are diagnosis, staging, response evaluation and detection of recurrence. Imaging can also be used to guide cancer treatment. Examples in which imaging improves survival and/or mortality are given for each of these roles.
Cancer diagnosis
A well recognized example of improvements in mortality afforded by imaging for cancer detection is the use of screening mammography for detection of breast cancer. Based on randomized controlled trials, the reported reductions in mortality from bi-annual screening are 39% for women aged 5079 years and 13% for women aged 4049 [9] . Annual screening has been estimated to [7] Progression free to undetected recurrence (p2) 0.023 Murray et al. [7] Undetected recurrence to death (p3) 0.106 Murray et al. [7] Detection of recurrence by CEA (p4 CEA ) 0.604 Park et al. [8] Detection of recurrence by CT (p4 CT ) 0.790 Park et al. [8] Detected recurrence to death (p5) 0.059 Park et al. [8] reduce mortality further (4446% for ages 5079 years and 36% for ages 4049 years) [9] . Modelling studies have assessed the impact of image-based screening on breast cancer mortality of BRCA1 gene mutation carriers [10] . Compared with clinical surveillance, annual mammography from aged 25 years would reduce mortality by 16.4%, annual magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by 17.8% and annual combined imaging by 22.3%.
Other cancer screening applications of imaging that have been shown through modelling studies to affect mortality include low-dose CT for lung cancer and CT colonography. For lung cancer screening, although the results of randomized trials are awaited, a non-randomized comparison of screened and unscreened cohorts has indicated 3664% reductions in lung cancer mortality from low-dose CT [11] . These figures correspond closely to the 42.545.6% reductions in mortality determined in a modelling study [12] . For CT colonography, Hassan et al. [13] modelled the outcomes for a cohort of 100,000 with comparison against optical colonoscopy. Compared with no screening, CT colonography was associated with a total gain in life expectancy of 9835 years through detection of colorectal cancer. When combined with gains in life expectancy of 1994 years and 298 years for detection of aortic aneurysms and extracolonic cancers, respectively, the total gain in life expectancy exceeded that from optical colonoscopy.
In the context of cancer diagnosis, imaging is also used to determine whether a detected abnormality is benign or malignant. One possible approach to diagnosis is surgical excision or biopsy, often with image guidance. In this situation imaging diagnosis can prolong survival if the mortality risk of surgery exceeds the reduction in survival that could result from a delay in diagnosis due to a falsenegative imaging test. This situation can be illustrated by modelling strategies for the management of thyroid nodules. Based on a reported operative mortality for thyroidectomy of 0.2% and a loss of life expectancy of 14.6 years for a delayed diagnosis of thyroid cancer [14, 15] , for a typical prevalence of malignancy of 5%, strategies that use ultrasound-guided biopsy or methoxyisobutylisonitrile (MIBI) scintigraphy and biopsy to select patients for surgery would increase mean survival by 0.20 and 0.29 months, respectively, compared with surgery for all nodules [16] . Alternatively, a watch-and-wait strategy can be adopted in which repeated clinical examination or less intensive imaging is used to look for growth prior to surgical excision. In this situation, more intensive imaging to characterize the lesion further can result in improved survival. A study modelling the outcomes associated with a range of strategies for investigation of solitary pulmonary nodules illustrates this situation [17] . The improvements in quality-adjusted survival compared with the watchand-wait strategy are shown for various pre-test probabilities of malignancy in Table 3 .
Staging
The opportunities to improve survival through use of imaging for staging patients with cancer comprise (a) avoidance of surgical mortality in patients with undetected advanced disease in whom surgery would be futile and (b) appropriate downstaging of patients so that curative treatment which, would have been withheld on the basis of less accurate staging, can now be offered. These outcomes have underpinned the use of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (PET) for staging cancer patients, for example those with nonsmall cell lung cancer as demonstrated by the modelling studies within the lung cancer guidance of the UKs National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) [18] . For patients being considered for surgery, avoidance of futile thoracotomies through the use of FDG-PET increased quality-adjusted survival per patient by 0.44 months when compared with thoracotomy and 0.23 months when compared with the use of mediastinoscopy prior to surgery. The use of FDG-PET prior to radical radiotherapy increased average quality-adjusted survival by 0.52 months, primarily by identifying patients who were suitable for curative surgery.
Response assessment
The presence of residual active tumour following cancer therapy has a significant impact on subsequent management. In the absence of a diagnostic test that can identify residual disease on completion of treatment, there are two potential management pathways: surveillance based on a combination of clinical symptoms, tumour markers and/or imaging to identify active tumour on account of disease progression, or use of consolidation treatment for all patients. Surveillance exposes patients with residual tumour to a potential loss of life associated with an unnecessary delay in commencement of consolidation treatment, whereas consolidation treatment for all would subject some patients to the potential mortality associated with further unnecessary treatment. Effective imaging that could accurately identify residual disease immediately on completion of therapy could therefore potentially improve survival. This situation is illustrated by a modelling study performed by the Health Technology Board of Scotland. Table 3 Average improvements in quality-adjusted survival from use of intensive imaging for investigation of solitary pulmonary nodules (from Gould et al. [17] ) 
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The study estimates the increase in survival that would occur by use of FDG-PET to identify patients with residual disease following treatment of Hodgkin lymphoma in comparison with surveillance for all patients and consolidation for all [19] . Important increases in survival (0.42.0 years) are seen as summarized in Table 4 .
Detection of recurrence
To illustrate the improvements in survival that can be achieved by use of imaging for detection of recurrence of cancer, we can return to the postoperative surveillance of patients with colorectal cancer as described in the model outlined above. A systematic review undertaken by the Cochrane Collaboration based on eight reported studies concluded that colorectal cancer surveillance incorporating imaging was associated with reduced mortality (odds ratio 0.64; 95% confidence interval 0.490.85, risk difference À0.09; 95% confidence interval À0.14 to À0.03) [20] . Although the overall conclusions are similar to those obtained from the model developed earlier, the magnitude of the benefits of imaging in the observational studies included in the review was greater.
Image-guided therapy
Whilst the survival benefits of diagnostic imaging in cancer are indirect through direction of patients to effective treatments, image-guided therapies are intended to produce a direct therapeutic benefit. Therefore, the impact of image-guided therapy on survival should be demonstrable using the randomized trial methodology applicable to other therapeutic manoeuvres. To date, such trials of image-guided therapies have been performed infrequently. One exception is a randomized trial assessing the use of yttrium-labelled microspheres for selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) of colorectal liver metastases [21] . Survival following SIRT combined with fluorouracil and leucovorin chemotherapy (18.6 months) was significantly longer than following chemotherapy alone (3.6 months, p50.0005).
Maximizing the survival benefit through imaging detection of cancer
Imaging for suspected cancer can be used when patients are asymptomatic (i.e. screening) or when patients have symptoms suggesting a possibility of malignancy. The probability of detecting malignancy is least when patients are asymptomatic but through early detection, the opportunities to improve survival are greater. As patients become more symptomatic, the likelihood of detecting malignancy increases. However, if a malignancy is present, more marked symptoms are likely to be associated with more advanced disease and hence a reduced opportunity for improving survival. These relationships are summarized in Fig. 4 . If these two probabilities are combined, the resulting curve represents the hypothetical probability of improving survival per patient imaged (Fig. 4) . The combined relationship suggests that the greatest opportunity for improving survival occurs when patients have mild symptoms. Exploiting this relationship between symptom severity and survival benefit would have implications for how imaging services should be structured. Because patients with mild symptoms most commonly present to general practitioners, the focus on diagnostic cancer imaging would need to be its use in primary care. A recent study concluded that there is strong evidence that stage at diagnosis and delay in accessing care explain some of the differences in cancer survival between England and other countries [22] . The authors identified improvements in general practitioner access to radiography, ultrasound Table 4 Increases in survival by use of FDG-PET on completion of therapy for Hodgkin lymphoma (from Bradbury et al. [19] ) Figure 4 If the likelihood of malignancy increases but the probability of improving survival decreases with symptom severity (above), the combined effect suggests the maximum likelihood of improving survival per patient examination would occur with mild symptoms (below).
and CT and MRI scans as an important contributor to improving survival rates for cancer patients.
Balancing survival and mortality against costs and patient-related outcomes
Although the aim of this paper has been to demonstrate improvements in survival or mortality resulting from inclusion of imaging with cancer care, these benefits need to be considered in the context of imaging costs and patient-related outcomes. In many cases the improvements in survival or mortality resulting from use of imaging are also associated with a reduction in the overall cost of health care through avoidance of futile treatments that would have been selected on the basis of less accurate methods [3] . However, in other clinical scenarios, the improvements in health outcomes achievable through imaging are constrained by costs. An example of the latter is the postoperative surveillance of patients with colorectal cancer where MRI and FDG-PET are more sensitive than CT for detection of tumour recurrence [23] . This increased sensitivity offers an opportunity for even greater reductions in mortality. However, this potential benefit needs to be offset by the greater cost and lower availability of these techniques. The mortality benefits achievable through more intense surveillance also need to be balanced against patient-related outcomes such as the anxiety associated with false-positive examinations [23] . On the other hand, deployment of more accurate imaging techniques earlier in the care pathway could reduce the patient inconvenience, cost and anxiety associated with diagnostic algorithms comprising multiple tests applied sequentially.
Summary
Inclusion of imaging in the management of patients with cancer can be associated with improvements in survival and/or mortality. To date, the greatest improvements have been demonstrated for the application of imaging for screening and response evaluation and for imageguided therapy. Modelling suggests the greatest opportunities for improvements in survival through imaging detection of cancer may lie in the investigation of mildly symptomatic patients. For applications where the improvements in survival are more modest, use of imaging frequently has additional demonstrable benefits including reductions in health care expenditure.
